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Millennial Hippy
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Dark Age pressures & enablers
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21st Century piety

environmentalism

anti-’fascism’ political

correctness

animal rights

vegetarianism

anti-capitalism

pacifismwarmism

feeling of

inner worth

People have a strong need to feel they are ‘good’. Some of today’s 

ideological subscriptions are essentially religion substitutes. 

Environmentalism is currently entering a Spanish Inquisition phase.
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The wandering eye of the PC Inquisition
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Everyone wants mutual tolerance and fairness, but is the 

meta-religion of political correctness now preventing the 

pursuit and open discussion of objective truth?



Power Domains
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Tribalism is built in to 

human nature and fits 

the web perfectly. 

Political platforms 

migrate onto the web, 

where grass-roots 

power can be 

mobilised quickly.

Groups with 

shared values or 

interests can wield 

grass roots power 

very effectively 

across borders. A 

very powerful and 

responsive engine



But truth is on a slippery slope
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The wiki economy –

beginning of the post-truth era

Professional Info

Wikipedia

Time

Information

quality

low

high

Level of enthusiasm of 

professional elite to 

contribute

Almost every kind of information is available free on the net. Quality rose at first until 

comparable with traditional encyclopedias but eventually, quality fell because the incentive 

to contribute good quality knowledge reduced while the incentive and opportunity to abuse 

the platform for activism increased. Now, much of it is little better than political propaganda.



Dilution of knowledge

1000 1900 2000 2050

Knowledge

Knowledge

Ignorance

Anti-knowledge

New 

dark age

In pursuit of social compliance, we are often told things known to be false 

With clever spin, most people accept them and become worse than ignorant

AI takes 

over



The rise of nonsense

2005 2010 2015 2020

Mainstream beliefs
e.g. science, unaltered raw data

Nonsense beliefs 
e.g. new age, alternative 

medicine, 21stC piety, cults, 

fake news, models as reality, 

spin, political correctness, love 

is all you need….



Values drift dangerously without a 

skilled navigator and a good map
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As tech develops, people will depend 

on it more but understand it less
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The age of magic 

Fashion

Celebrity

TV Culture

Sport

Music

Games

Facebook

Professional 

knowledge

1% of people hold almost 

all useful knowledge. That 

proportion will shrink as AI 

takes on professional roles

99% are only well 

informed on trivia

Scientists need to guard against becoming too fond of 

their power and abusing it as 21st century high priests

Arthur C Clarke: “Any sufficiently advanced 

technology is indistinguishable from magic”



Increasing danger from technology

Probability of 

extinction-

level event per 

year

1M BC 1950 today 2050

1%

0.5%

Pandemics, NBIC accidents or 

misuse, advanced weapons, AI, 

human tribal conflict, AI tribal 

conflict, or 100s of variants

Perhaps we don’t see aliens because they all wipe themselves out within 300 years of discovering radio!
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